
Interview notes with data owner 2  – 20.3.2017 

 
A.    General information 
 
Title: Board member 
Organization: Foundation 
Organization location: Helsinki Finland 

  
B.    Interview questions  

 
1.     What is the value of the database? 

a.     For Foundation?   -Collecting / recalling funds 
b.     For external researchers?   -Study on the effects of different size of support for 

inventions 
c.     For individual inventors?    -None 
d.     Others? 

  
2.     What value would external users gain from using this database?     

- The database offers good view on how different size support in euros can support inventions. 
 

3.     Do you think that external users would pay for the access for this database?   
- No 

 
4.     What would motivate Foundation to open/share this database?   

- The research would make inventing to be a more attractive way of developing business. 
 
5.     What kind of opportunities would the opening of this database provide to 

Foundation/potential external users?    
- This would give best practice answers to the government (innovation policy) 

 
6.     Is there need for new functionalities to improve the exploitation of the database?    

- Yes, now the database is difficult to use for research purposes. 
  

7.     Are there any hinders for Foundation to further exploit this database further? If yes, what 
these are?  
- Data security 
 

8.     Are there any hinders for potential external users to exploit this database? 
-          Legal hinders?  -Data security / privacy 
-          IPR hinders?    -No 
-          Usage rights?  -The data is partly confidential, needs to be anonymized  
-          Technical problems?  -No 
 



9.     What would be the ways to solve possible hinders?   
- Anonymize the data or better to give it to Statistics Finland 
 

10.  What would be the best way to utilize the database to exploit its value in the future?   
-  Allow Statistics Finland to do planned searches and may be combine with other databases like 

FLEED. 
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